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Professional expertise
Elimination of legal risks in the investment field, handling financial

commercial disputes, prevention and control of civil and commercial

legal risks

Personal Profile
Ms. GAO Jin has engaged in legal and investment businesses for years.

With the background of working at a large securities company, Ms.

GAO has rich experience and resources in the industry, and is good at

handling complicated affairs in investment and legal composite

businesses.

As a permanent legal advisor to many trust companies and private

investment companies, Ms. GAO assisted enterprises in handling

investment affairs and corporate legal affairs, mainly including financial

commercial disputes and civil and commercial legal risks such as

disputes in fixed-income businesses, disputes in assets management,

disputes in trust businesses, disputes in liabilities for misstatements in

the securities industry, and disputes over equity interests. She

represented large-sized financial institutions in various litigation cases,

and won recognition of many clients in solving financial disputes for

her professionalism and impact.

Representative performance
1. In the dispute over debts of a listed environment protection

company in the amount of tens of billions, commissioned by an

institutional creditor to recover the full principal, interests, and penalty

of over RMB 30 million in total through litigation, making the client the

only non-guaranteed creditor that fully recovered its creditor’s rights

and achieved returns among many creditors.

2. On the background of default on bonds issued by a listed company,

commissioned by an institutional creditor and combined litigation with

negotiation to formulate a plan of negotiation for settlement and assets

disposal during litigation, and promoted the implementation of such

plan to help the client recover its creditor’s right in the amount of

nearly 200 million.

3. Commissioned multiple times by creditors of bonds and assets

management products to realize their creditor’s rights and eliminate



risks; and reported creditor’s rights in bankruptcy on behalf of clients

to maximize the interests of clients.

4. Successfully recommended 7 companies that were successfully listed

on the New Third Board from 2014 to 2016.

5. Participated in the acquisition projects and equity incentive projects

of several listed companies, and accumulated abundant non-litigation

experience.
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